
SMB SOLUTION 
IN SHORT…EXCHANGE FILES SECURELY TOMORROW WITH GLOBALSCAPE 

Do you have a need to send and receive files securely such that they can’t be snooped on while in transit 

between trading partners and while at rest in the data store? In very short order usually less than one 

day we can have you operational meeting all compliance regulations for handling data covered by PII, 

PHI and HIPAA for file transmissions. Our advice to you is do not wait until a breach occurs or until the 

Government issues mandates about securing your data and the methods used to transmit it, you know 

it is coming. Get on board now with secure FTP and data encryption before the rush. 

No investment in hardware is required as we make use of virtual machines in ‘the cloud’. All that is 

required is an installable copy of the latest version of EFT and a place to install it. If you are looking to 

do an evaluation and would like a helping hand from our professional services team we can cut through 

all the red tape (hence the SkunkWorkZ label) and get you very quickly to the point of exchanging files 

securely with your trading partners.  

Are you looking to create an entire corporate structure as quickly as possible? Using our partners with 

our hands-on guidance you can be a legally recognized entity complete with everything a real company 

requires, Toll free numbers, Voice mail trees, FAX numbers, DUNS number, a physical address with mail 

forwarding and phone answering services, become an S Corp, secure multi-lingual Email, secure FTP, a 

Law firm and even an Accounting firm. You name it we’ve done it.  

Let us take you boldly where many have gone before just a lot slower and a lot more costly then we can 

do it. Your cost to engage our Pro Services Team is an hourly rate plus the cost of purchased services 

and products from third party vendors. We bill in thirty (30) minute increments with our ‘No Soak’ policy 

(we could soak you but choose not to). Take a look here. 

Need a European presence? We can help you there also. Ask us. 

More details available at The SkunkWorkZ Online website. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunkworks_project
/About.aspx
https://www.skunkworkz.nl/Default.aspx

